
Pro-Mark 
The front-end for high-volume professionals

Simple order management: view prisms as single order or drill down to individual legs

Prism
• Intelligent 'next generation' multi-leg spreading 

• 'Deductive logic' to help you place orders at the best price to execute a strategy

• Create any strategy, in any ratio, across any number of legs

• Actively work legs, combine futures and options, expand legs to any asset class

• High level of protection against underfills and overfills

• Work 'stops' in strategies 

Manage prism orders with our intuitive graphical interface 

About Patsystems
The power to trade 
Patsystems was founded in 1994 to provide electronic solutions 
for traders. Since then, it has grown into a global business on the
strength of innovative technology and the rapid spread of screen-
based trading. 

Having built its reputation on J-Trader, a widely distributed front-end,
Patsystems is developing new technologies and trading methods, and
is increasingly recognised as the first choice for professional traders. 

Banks, trading houses and other professional users depend on
Patsystems for the latest software. Through next generation 
applications such as IQ-Trader and Pro-Mark, traders have the speed,
power and control to succeed in fast-changing electronic markets.

Today, Patsystems sets the standard for electronic trading. 

Key business areas 
Trading systems
• Industry-leading technology for professional traders: front-end 

and back-end systems that ensure global connectivity from a 
single screen

• Pre-trade risk management, superior customer support, order 
routing to electronic and open outcry exchanges

Exchange systems
• A Patsystems Matching Engine offering matching and settlement 

for derivatives and commodity exchanges

• End-to-end technology for exchanges worldwide

Trading solutions 
• Pro-Mark – a next generation front-end for high-volume 

professionals

• IQ-Trader – a sophisticated front-end for strategic traders 

• J-Trader – Patsystems original front-end, a marketing-leading 
application for online, multi-exchange, real-time access to futures, 
options and forex markets

• Screen2pit – technology that routes orders to open outcry exchanges, 
bridging electronic and non-electronic markets

• J-Simulator – a versatile training tool to develop trading skills
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Key features and benefits
Grid
• Spread matrix combining outrights, calendars, butterflys, condors, packs and bundles on one screen

• View any of the above in any number of commodities

• Create and price any strategy using any combination of outrights

• Hide or reveal strategies

Live Quotes
• Transparency – see any contract, anywhere, with full details 

• Embedded depth of market – screen displays contract depth at the exchange (ie, the order book)

• Trade initiators – customise your screen, creating the steps (tailor-made clicks) to suit your 
trading profile and enhance manoeuvrability and precision

• Strategy control – see strategy depth, each leg of the strategy, and the depth of each leg

• Quick order finding – locate orders quickly when you have a full book

• Embed tickets (if required)

• Floating trading tools linked to each Live Quotes screen 

Reflector
• A unique depth of market screen 

• Single-click trading, cancelling and amending

• Dynamic prices, price and order locking, dime features, last-traded price, inside market, 
day high/low, book weighting 

• Colour-coded indicators to help you see spread patterns and identify breakout, support and 
resistance levels

• Smart, multi-order amendment (amend multiple orders at the same level, using either a pro 
rata or 'last in/first out' function)

Excel
• Now the flexibility of Excel and the power of Pro-Mark combine to offer the complete 

trading package. Seamless integration with MS Excel, with real-time prices, order entry, 
amendment and cancellation, positions and bulk order input.

Professional edge 
You’re a professional trader who needs an advanced front-end for 
high-volume trading.

Perhaps you work in an investment bank, a proprietary trading
house or independently. 

Whatever your background, you want an application to maximise
your success in today's fast-moving electronic markets. A premium
application designed for the professional sector. 

The answer is Pro-Mark.

Developed after comprehensive market research, Pro-Mark provides the speed, flexibility and
overall performance required by serious traders. 

It's the ideal tool for highly active professionals who use complex or demanding strategies across 
a wide variety of products and exchanges.

Speed
Pro-Mark is built for speed. Speed of navigation; speed of order entry; speed of fill receipt; 
speed of cancellation and amendment; speed of throughput; and speed of handling.

No other front-end offers the same agility, the same exceptional performance on all levels. 

Flexibility
Not only is Pro-Mark fast and powerful, it's extremely flexible. 

You have the functionality to trade the widest range of contracts and to capitalise on new 
products, markets and other opportunities. 

As you would expect, Pro-Mark supports a wide variety of order types and strategies. 

Reliability
Pro-Mark builds upon the knowledge gained with J-Trader, the market leader in reliability, 
stability and performance. Patsystems produces the latest technology and innovative design 
with stability at its foundation.

Pro-Mark. For serious traders. 

• Simple to deploy (LAN, WAN, internet)

• Trade futures and options from the same screen

• Keystrokes kept to a minimum for swift order entry

• Full pre-trade risk management

• True client-server application

• Easy to customise to suit your trading profile

Reflector: a unique depth of market trading screen

Grid screen


